Increasingly consequential for health policy and programs. Such differences are not simply a matter of education or ability to pay for health care. As the population of older Americans grows, it is becoming more racially and ethnically diverse. Differences in health by racial and ethnic status could be fostered by longer life expectancy among some groups, varying patterns of access to care, and other factors.

Beyond the Red Carpet

Foster sister) are escalating like mad. No wonder Marilyn is feeling tired and hormonal. But everything is interrupted when Marilyn finds out she's not in-law, Arthurine, has moved in, as has Arthurine's beloved elderly dog, Snuffy. Meantime the needs of her own extended family (particularly her crack-head unsexy husband Leon, and feeling the strain of having raised three children who may be great kids but who leave her feeling anxious all the time. Her mother-At forty-four, Marilyn Grimes is facing up to the menopause (something is DEFINITELY up with her hormones), bored to tears by her responsible but jealousy' Sunday Times, *100 Great 21-Century Novels*
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A Day Late And A Dollar Short

New Readings in Arabic Historiography from Late Medieval Egypt and Syria

Ours is the age of global warming. Rising sea levels, extreme weather, forest fires. Dire warnings are everywhere, so why has it taken so long for the crisis to gain traction?
struggling to change his situation, and stands against a threat that is promising to destroy his life. For junior high readers.

Alistair is the leader of the rat pack—a gang of four bullies whose new victim is their inexperienced teacher. But Ali is also a victim himself—his stepfather

Nobody Will Tell You This But Me

I'm a Day Late and a Dollar Short—And It's Okay!

A Day Late and a Dollar Short

A Cook's Book

Wollstonecraft is best known for A Vindication of the Rights of Woman. In it, Wollstonecraft responds to those educational and political theorists of the 18th

A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: with Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects (1792), written by the 18th-century British proto-feminist Mary

Beginners

A Day Late and a Bride Short

Metzger, Zacharie Mochtari de Pierrepont, Clément Onimus, Tarek Sabraa, Iria Santás de Arcos, Gowaart Van Den Bossche, Koby Yosef—

I'll Be Gone in the Dark

He remembers a row with his girlfriend, but she seems to have disappeared; and he might have been trying to fix a bit of business up with an old mate,

WINNER OF 1994 THE BOOKER PRIZE. Sammy's had a bad week. Most of it's just a blank space in his mind, and the bits that he can remember, he'd